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Human-robot collaboration is more and more appealing for the
manufacturing industry. Indeed, collaborative robots ensure a safe
interaction with operators and provide them with gesture assistance and
force control in order to ease complex manufacturing tasks and reduce
musculo-skeletal disorders. However operators’ working conditions,
although improved by the robots, are still not optimal since upstream
ergonomic studies do not take into account the humans’ variability and
their behavior non-determinism to adapt the task to operators.

OBJECTIVE
This thesis proposes a context-based method to optimize the working
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Fig. 1. Use cases: left, the operator screws on an object held by the UR10, right, the operator adds an object on
a bar held by the Sybot.

environment to each human with respect to quality and productivity
requirements.

WORKING ASSUMPTIONS
 The collaborative robots are considered inherently safe.
 The framework of this work is restricted to physical direct/indirect
human-robot collaboration where the operator is acting directly on
the robot or on objects carried by the robot.

APPROACH
1. Inferring online the user profile at the task level of each operator.
2. Correlating user profiles and contextual data for inferring and
Fig. 2. Approach

predicting online profile features and their changes respectively.
3. Adapting the working environment (including the robot) to the

VALIDATION OF USER PROFILING

operator.

Several use cases were implemented with two robotic arms (UR10 from
Universal Robots and Sybot from Isybot) to demonstrate the viability of
the method:
 The operator fixes an object on an engine held by the UR10 with two
screws (12 subjects - 30 cycles of 15s per subject).
 The operator fixes two objects on a steel bar held by the Sybot with
screws under constraints (ongoing data collection).

FUTURE WORKS
Use Machine Learning for both “Causal Analysis” and “Optimization of the

Fig. 3. Classification of user profiling features

Working Environment” modules.
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